Especially to youth, a brief text can speak volumes to how much a community leader cares about them. A text or two can give leaders the opportunity to ask how the youth is doing with the cancelations and express that they are happy to have them in the group or class. Group messages can also help youth feel a sense of community, even without sharing a physical meeting location.

**TEXT CONVERSATION STARTERS**

“HOW IS YOUR _____ PROJECT COMING ALONG? HAVE YOU BEEN SLOWED DOWN WITH ANY LACK OF SUPPLIES? WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP?”

“What is the hardest part of (whatever youth are working on) right now?”

“Just checking in! How is the (insert topic/project) coming along? What’s the next step?”

“Have you touched base with (youth peer) about (youth project)?”

**EMAIL UPDATES**

Most youth these days have an email that they use for school, similarly parent emails can also be used to send a message to team/class youth. Parents can be asked to forward or share the email content. An email can help youth know that you see and value them as well as be a way to provide any group updates.

**Hi All!**

We are living in some exciting times! With the advised social distancing, I wanted to reach out to you to keep our (insert project) on track! It would be great to continue reaching our goals of (insert goals) by meeting regularly on (insert platform). I was thinking we could meet virtually during our normal time (insert time) on (insert platform). Does everyone have a device with a camera and mic that would make our meetings effective?

If you need any help, I saw that (insert latest resource from reliable source) is available and might be helpful. Please let me know if you or your family are in need of anything specific. Let’s keep in touch and find ways to stay connected while we are making sure we and others stay healthy through distancing!

Looking forward to hearing from you soon!

Sincerely,

(Insert name)
Today's technology brings the ability to meet virtually. Even a brief meeting to check-in on the group or team and express care would go a long way. Keeping youth's current interests or traditional meeting objectives at the center of the discussion can help bring a sense of normalcy to an unusual delivery mode.

**Online Meetings**

**Home Scavenger Hunt** - Whoever can grab the item and get back to the webcam the fastest wins!

*Treasure Hunt Items:*
- Something round
- Something made of plastic
- Something red
- Something made of cloth
- Something that starts with the letter “H”
- Something old
- Something smaller than a paper clip
- Something with numbers displayed on it
- Something taller than you
- Something you can play with
- Something used on a holiday
- Something you can throw away
- Something you can only use outdoors
- Something you can only use indoors

*Source: www.kidactivities.com*

**Get to Know You Game** - Ask youth to answer questions ahead of time, then ask the group to match the answers to each person as you read them aloud.

*Get to know you questions:*
- Who is the most famous person you have ever met?
- What is your biggest fear?
- What is a big pet peeve of yours?
- When you were younger what did you want to be when you grew up?
- If you were a super hero what super power would you most want to have?
- If you won the Mega Lottery what would be your first big splurge?
- If you could meet any celebrity (past or present) who would it be?
- If a movie was made about you, what actor/actress would you want to play you?
- If a movie was made about you, what real movie title would best describe the movie?
- If you had a warning label what would it say?
- What is one thing you have done that you never want to do again?
- If you had a personal motto or saying, what would it be?
- What skill or talent would you most like to have (that you don’t already have)?

Questions developed by Rob Griffin, USU Extension

**Yes/No Game** - Take a minute to have each attendee make a sign with “Yes” on one side and “No” on the other and then hold up to answer questions; ask questions related to your usual meetings and let each person answer.
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Adults can inspire youth to see possibilities in their future by connecting them with peers who are currently facing the same challenges. Adults can create shared online resources through Google Docs or other platforms for youth to share new ideas and connect with others. These forums can be formal with specific challenges for youth to solve based on their current interests, or informal, virtual gatherings in an environment where it is safe to share new ideas.

“LUCK OF THE DRAW” PROJECT CHALLENGE
WRITE DOWN AT LEAST ONE CHALLENGE IDEA FROM EACH YOUTH ON A SMALL PIECE OF PAPER. THE CHALLENGE SHOULD BE RELATED TO THE CLASS/TEAM/GROUP TOPIC/PROJECT AREA. FOLD AND PUT THEM INTO ONE CONTAINER. WHEN THEY EACH SHARE THEIR IDEA, WRITE DOWN THEIR NAME ON A SEPARATE PAPER. FOLD THAT PAPER AND PUT IT INTO A SEPARATE CONTAINER MAKING SURE THAT EACH YOUTH’S NAME IS INCLUDED. MAKE SURE IDEAS ARE IN THEIR RESPECTIVE CONTAINERS, DRAW A NAME FIRST AND THEN A CHALLENGE THAT THAT YOUTH NEEDS TO DO.

EXAMPLES: TEACH, SHOW, OR EXPLAIN A TECHNIQUE/SKILL, ANSWER A QUESTION, ETC.

Note: this activity can be used as a way to prepare for the next virtual meeting!

CHATROOM CHALLENGE
SET UP A GOOGLE DOC OR SLACK CHANNEL AND SHARE THE LINK WITH YOUTH IN YOUR GROUP. POST A NEW QUESTION EVERY COUPLE OF DAYS TO ENGAGE YOUTH IN ANSWERING FUN CHATS.

Rules for discussion: answer one, respond to the answers of two others, and be respectful and kind.

TOPICS:
IF YOU WERE STUCK ON AN ISLAND AND COULD HAVE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING, WHAT WOULD THEY BE:
ONE TYPE OF UNLIMITED FOOD
ONE TOOL
ONE FORM OF ENTERTAINMENT
WHAT IS YOUR BEST MEMORY FROM THE LAST YEAR?
WHAT ARE THREE THINGS YOU ARE MOST GRATEFUL FOR?
WHAT’S YOUR BIGGEST PET PEEVE?
IF YOU COULD HAVE ONE SUPERPOWER, WHAT WOULD IT BE AND WHY?

Community adult leaders should always review program policy prior to connecting with youth outside of program class/team/group meeting times. Including a second adult regardless of the communication type is highly advised. Even when a note is written, it can be addressed so that it is sent in-care-of the parents. Texts can include both parent and youth numbers or be addressed to youth through parent phones. These and any similar types of practices help protect both the community adult leaders and the youth. As communication content is chosen, keep in mind that discussions that occur virtually can be interpreted very differently from each viewer. Especially during a time when youth are turning to adult mentors for increased protection and advocacy, adults should create safe, inclusive, and engaging environments. The five developmental relationship elements from Search Institute should act as an umbrella over youth interests maintained as the focal point of the meetings and communication.
Community Adult Leader Connection and Positive Youth Development

Community recreation center art class teachers are doing more than teaching techniques; on the field, soccer coaches are doing more than prepping the team for the next game; the space that church youth group leaders create for youth do more than grow faith. Community adult leaders can provide impactful positive youth development, regardless of the settings and time contributed.

Developmental relationships are essential to helping youth grow up successfully. There are five elements exhibited by mentors to foster developmental relationships between youth and adults (Search Institute, 2018). These elements are:

- **Express Care** – Leaders show youth that they matter to them
- **Challenge Growth** – Youth are pushed to keep getting better
- **Provide Support** – Leaders help youth complete tasks and achieve goals
- **Share Power** – Youth are treated with respect and given a say
- **Expand Possibilities** – Leaders connect youth with people and places that broaden their world

At this time when it is less safe for adult leaders to hold meetings or practices, these elements can continue to be nurtured. Communication focused around youth’s current interests is key to creating engaging content that will foster environments for mentoring relationships (Arnold, 2018).

*The Developmental Relationships Framework may be reproduced for educational, non-commercial uses only. Copyright ©2020 Search Institute, 3001 Broadway Street NE, Suite 310, Minneapolis MN 55413; 800-888-7828; www.search-institute.org. All rights reserved.
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RESOURCES

Search Institute and Developmental Relationships
https://www.search-institute.org/developmental-relationships/developmental-relationships-framework/

Youth Development and Sparks (Youth Interest)
https://health.oregonstate.edu/thriving-model/training-materials-educators